
Germany 2013
We are very pleased to offer our first selection of 2013 German wines from Joseph Leitz, Weingut Dönnhoff and Dr. Loosen, 
who release earlier than the other German producers and who, understandably in a very small vintage, are trying to stretch 
their allocations as far as possible so that all their regular customers are able to get some of their superb wines.

Weingut Dönnhoff, Nahe
Based in the Nahe, a small, more southerly tributary to the Rhine, Helmut Dönnhoff is one of the top producers who started 
with just four hectares in 1971 but now has more than 20 hectares in his portfolio. Aided by son Cornelius, who is taking 
over the reins, the style of wine produced here ranges from modern trockens through to the traditional richer styles of 
Spätlese, Auslese and Beerenauslese. Whilst Riesling is important, the property also has significant plantings of Pinot Blanc and 
Pinot Gris, typical for the Nahe where Riesling makes up only around a quarter of the plantings.

Dönnhoff Riesling QbA Dry 2013 6 per case  £60
Creamy white fruits on the nose, lactic, with some floral notes and a leafy hint, leading to a plump, creamy palate, perfumed and just off dry 
with the classic stony note of the trocken style. Drink 2015 - 2018

Kreuznacher Kahlenberg Riesling Dry 2013 6 per case  £95
Tight white fruits on the nose, citrus, floral, with a distant peachy note too, leading to a characterful palate, fresh pure and racy with lovely 
balance and a poised finish. Really successful in the trocken style. Drink 2015 - 2019

Roxheimer Hollenpfad Riesling Dry 2013 6 per case  £105
  3 magnums per case  £105
Surprisingly deep in colour with a floral nose, rose water, with citrus notes behind, leading to a creamy palate of white flowers, fresh and 
light, mineral, with a firm stony finish. Drink 2015 - 2019

Oberhäuser Leistenberg Riesling Kabinett 2013 6 per case  £70
Pale with a lovely floral nose of creamy white fruits, more intense and expressive than the dry wines, with some herby, green notes to 
counter the sweetness; big, creamy white fruit on the palate, herbal and fresh with racy acidity behind but beautifully balanced by the fruit, 
sweet and stylish with lovely depth. Drink 2016 - 2022

Norheimer Kirschheck Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £99
Very tightly fruited on the nose, closed, with floral notes underscored by distant hints of botrytis, waxy and fresh, leading to an intensely 
creamy palate, honeyed white fruit, waxy again, with a hint of lemony freshness behind, lightly floral, going to a rich, intense, unctuous finish.
Wow! Drink 2016 - 2024

Oberhäuser Brücke Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £135
From a vineyard closer to the river which particularly excels at the richer styles. Pale gold with a lovely fresh nose of roses and green 
apples, very Riesling and very attractive, leading to a lovely linear, mineral fresh, floral palate with honeyed notes, again redolent of roses 
and apples, going to a delicious, long, mouth-wateringly poised finish. Drink 2016 - 2026

Niederhäuser Hermannshöhle Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £165
From a two hectare holding on a slate-rich slope. Pale with a nose of leafy white fruits, lightly honeyed, tight and fresh with an almost 
grassy note to it, leading to a broader palate of sweet, floral white fruits, mineral with substantial acidity masked by the fruit, complex and 
rich, with notes of creamy russet apples, going to a truly lovely finish. Drink 2016 - 2026

Left to Right: Helmut Dönnhoff, Ernst Loosen & Johannes Leitz
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Dr Loosen, Mosel
After years of languishing in the doldrums, German wines have finally started to shake off their poor image from the last 
quarter of the last century when they were a byword for poorly made, cheap, sweet wine, and much of that can be credited 
to Ernst Loosen who has worked tirelessly to promote the image of quality German wines at all levels. His estate in the 
warmer Pfalz region produces wines which are humming with fruit and character whilst his wines from the cooler Mosel are 
absolute classics, with fabulous pure, mineral Riesling underscored in each case by individual vineyard characteristics, whether 
from blue slate or schist. His are wines to make you smile, and in 2013 they certainly do that.

Ernst Loosen Estate Riesling 2013 12 per case  £65
Pale gold with a light, fresh floral nose of tight white fruits, zippy with citrus notes on the palate, clean, fresh with a lovely balanced finish of 
flowers and acidity. Drink 2015 - 2018

Erdener Treppchen Riesling Kabinett 2013 6 per case  £60
Tight and floral on the nose, fresh and citrusy, sweet and refreshingly leafy going to a taut palate of fresh white fruits, again citrus, sherbet, 
fresh with lovely definition and needing a bit more time to show itself. Drink 2016 - 2022

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Kabinett 2013 6 per case  £60
Pale with a nose of tight, leafy white fruit, a hint of textbook Riesling petrol behind, leading to a lovely palate of fresh, green fruits, citrus 
with a hint of lime, with fine racy acidity to balance the floral notes. Drink 2015 - 2019

Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling Kabinett 2013 6 per case  £60
Pale with wonderful, lifted floral fruits on the nose, pretty with some yeasty notes behind, leading to a palate of lovely creamy white fruit, 
smooth and fresh with fine balancing acidity going to a long, rich finish. Really stylish. Drink 2015 - 2020

Erdener Treppchen Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £90
Pale gold with a more closed nose of creamy, floral white fruit, with a very slightly vegetal hint behind from the botrytis. Tight, intensely 
sweet and creamy white fruits on the palate, racy and fresh with a lovely pure, citrus-infused finish. Drink 2017 - 2026

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £90
Deeper gold with a nose of tight, leafy white fruits and a distant hint of peach, more intense yet more restrained at the same time, leading 
to a tightly fruited palate with a hint of botrytis, musky with a very distant note of oriental spices. Drink 2017 - 2025

Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £90
Pale gold with a nose of rich, creamy, intensely floral fruit, layered and really attractive, leading to a leafy, creamy white fruited palate with 
racy acidity to counterbalance the sweetness, intense and with a long, evolving finish. Gorgeous. Drink 2017 - 2025

Erdener Treppchen Riesling Auslese 2013 6 per case  £120
  12 halves per case  £135
Deeper gold with a rich, peachy nose underscored by floral white fruit, leafy, intense, with distant hints of botrytis, again very alluring; 
Intensely creamy on the palate, with soft white fruits, fresh and floral with significant sweetness perfectly counterbalanced by racy acidity, 
going to a long, gorgeous finish. Drink 2018 - 2030

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Auslese 2013 6 per case  £120
  12 halves per case  £135
Deeper gold again with a nose of tight, creamed white fruits, plump with a note of green skinned fruits and a distant hint of botrytis on the 
nose which is more emphasised on the palate; sweet, tight, fresh, sherbet and with citrus notes, creamy right to the end with the intense 
sweetness beautifully balanced by the acidity. Drink 2018 - 2030

Ürziger Würzgarten Riesling Auslese 2013 6 per case  £120
  12 halves per case  £135
Pale gold with a nose of creamy, peachy white fruits, blossom and almond too, enticing, leading to a fresh, pure, saline palate of creamy 
white fruits with a distant botrytis nose, citrus and mineral with lovely length, poise and balance. Superb wine. Drink 2018 - 2030

Erdener Prälat Riesling Auslese Gold Capsule 2013 6 per case  £225
  12 halves per case  £225
Perfumed, heady nose of creamy white fruit, leafy, grilled and with almost tropical notes too, leading to a palate of intense fruit, creamed 
and some lovely petrolly characters, dense, layered with a hint of citrus, some orange peel, floral, sherbet – so many things going on in 
here, underpinned by the racy acidity required for long ageing. Just gorgeous. Drink 2020 - 2040

 £ per case
 in bond, London
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Joseph Leitz, Rheingau
The Rheingau runs from Bingen in the west almost to Frankfurt in the east, centred around Wiesbaden, along the northern 
bank of the Rhine with incredibly steep vineyards which run from top to bottom, rather than along terraces more typically 
found elsewhere along the river. Johannes Leitz makes the wines at the family domaine now and has pushed strongly for the 
drier style which is much more in favour in Germany, but has nonetheless lost none of the touch for making stunning off-dry 
wines in the more traditional style. A fabulous blend of ancient and modern.

Rüdesheimer Magdalenenkreuz Riesling Spätlese 2013 6 per case  £75
Very pale with a lovely floral, mineral nose of roses and hot stones, tight, leading to a more expressive palate, intense with lovely notes of 
roses, fresh apples, sweet and intense, beautifully ripe and interesting too, going to a long, balanced finish with great depth behind. Lovely 
wine. 2016 - 2024

The Vintage

2013 is well documented for being a consistently difficult year throughout all of Europe’s wine growing regions and Germany’s 
northerly position only exacerbated the situation further. You hear us say this time and time again but in 2013 selection both 
in the vineyard and the cellar really provided the key to success, and these growers who put in the hard work have reaped the 
rewards with some incredibly good wines, particularly at the higher end. We have made our Private Cellar selection for you 
and here we have a slightly smaller offer than usual of wines from three growers whose investment financially, physically and 
no doubt emotionally has really paid off, translating into beautifully fine wines.

A long, cold winter led into an equally cool spring in 2013, causing the vines to bud much later than normal and leading to 
a delayed flowering which was in turn beset by rain and wind, setting the scene for a smaller than average harvest. Summer 
progressed in much the same way as the earlier season had, with bouts of rain and cooler weather interspersed with warm 
spells, but without the fine high pressure systems needed in order for the vines to catch up. Rain threatened much of the time, 
and with it came the threat of rot of the ignoble variety. Harvest was inevitably delayed (most vineyards didn’t begin their 
harvest until well into October) and all the time the pressure of grey rot was substantial so it was the growers who spent the 
most time in the vineyard, sorting and eliminating any suspect fruit from an early stage, who have made the best wines. 

Unusually, most wineries operated two selection systems, the normal vineyard-based one plus a further triage once the fruit 
made it to the cellar. As a result, some incredibly good wines have been made, particularly at the higher end as here the 
vineyards did not suffer from grey rot, attracting instead the more noble variety throughout the longer growing season.

Ironically, the weather turned surprisingly warm at the end of the year, with insufficient frosts or cold weather for the making 
of eiswein but overall, the cool growing season has led to higher acidities than usual which means that the better terroirs 
have had more successful outcomes with beautifully superior fruit definition. There are some fine Estate Rieslings to be had, 
but the greater interest definitely comes from Spätlesen and Auslesen, in a refreshing contrast to 2012 where Kabinett wines 
were more successful. 

We will be making a further offer from other producers later in the year so please do let us know if you have a favourite that 
we might be able to source for you.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW,
July 2014

 £ per case
 in bond, London

To order, please call us on 01353 721 999
or email orders@privatecellar.co.uk

E&OE

The Ürziger Würzgarten Vineyard
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Private Cellar Ltd, The Estate Office, Kentford Lodge, Kentford, Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 7QS
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www.privatecellar.co.uk

Wine Styles in Germany

A brief word on the styles of wines we are offering and their longevity.

Kabinett is the everyday level of wine with less sugar than the other styles, designed for earlier 
drinking, where the fruit is not fermented out fully, giving lower alcohol levels, from around 

7.5% – 9.5% in general. It is, however, a style which can mature and evolve for a good decade or 
so. Although many in the UK have remained resolutely wedded to the more traditional style, dry 
and semi-dry wines are becoming more and more popular, particularly in the overseas markets 
and these wines are sold as trocken, halbtrocken or feinherb and will have a higher alcohol level, 

ranging from 11 to 13% or more in a ripe vintage.

Spätlese is a later picked style with correspondingly higher sugar levels – there are minimum 
levels which must be achieved in order for a wine to be classified as such and auslese wines are 
made from grapes picked later still where some of the bunch may be affected by botrytis and all 
of the bunch is shrivelled, thereby concentrating the sugars – again, there is a minimum required 

sugar level. Almost without exception the wines we are offering here have the ability to last 
several years without losing any freshness or vim. Equally, if drunk young they still give immense 

pleasure, without inducing the feeling of guilt we get from drinking, say, an overly young Bordeaux 
which taunts you with tannin and impenetrability and a glimpse of what might be.

Prices are quoted in bond and the wine will be shipped in the Spring of 2015.

Case sizes are noted for each wine.

Delivery will be free of charge for orders of 24 bottles or more to
mainland England & Wales and smaller orders will be charged at £14.50.
Please contact us for a quote if you require delivery outside of this area. 

Private Cellar’s terms and conditions apply; please see our wine list 
or visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for more details.

This offer may not be used in conjunction with any other Private Cellar offer 
and is valid until Friday 29th August 2014 or while stocks last.

To order, please call 01353 721 999 or email orders@privatecellar.co.uk


